
Rule 3 Quiz Rule 3
1) Overtime is NOT considered to be part of the 4th period. 1- F

2) By mutual agreement of the opposing coaches and the crew of officials, any remaining 
period/periods may be shortened at ANYTIME or the game can be terminated.

2- F

3) When weather conditions are determined to be hazardous to life or limb of the 
participants, the crew of officials is authorized to delay or suspend the game.

3-T

4) The 3 minute warm-up period following intermission is optional. 4- F
5) The maximum length of halftime, including the warm-up period is 20 minutes. 5- F
6) The minimum length of halftime, including the warm-up period is 10 minutes. 6- F
7) A period is ONLY extended for an untimed down if a penalty is accepted for a live ball foul 
that occurs during a down in which time expires.

7- F

8) A's ball at his 5 yard line.  A10 takes the snap and is 5 yards deep in his own EZ when he 
throws a legal forward pass.  A55 holds in A's EZ during the pass.  B accepts the penalty.  The 
period will be extended for an untimed down if time runs out during the play.

8- F

9) If a player’s helmet comes off without a foul occurring on the last play of the first period, 
he may participate in the first play of the second period.

9- F

10) A player who is briefly knocked unconscious must have a note from an appropriate 
health care provider to return to the game.

10- F

11) During an official’s time out for injury, players of either team may not go near their 
sideline for an authorized conference without referee approval.

11- T

12) If an official stops the game for a bleeding player and thereafter, his team requests time 
out, the player may remain in the game.

12- F

13) Unless the clock is already stopped, an official’s time out shall be taken as soon as the 
ball becomes dead following a change of possession

13- T

14) When the ball becomes dead following a 4th down play, officials should ALWAYS stop 
the clock.

14- T

15) An authorized conference is permitted during intermission between periods. 15- T

16) Regular authorized conference privileges are allowed during the one minute intermission 
following a successful FG, safety or try and prior to the succeeding KO or free kick.

16- T

17) As a result of a coach-referee conference that follows a running play that ends inbounds, 
if the referee is in error, the clock will start with the ready for play signal.

17- T

18) Byrnes is beating Indian Land 63-0 at the end of the first period when a severe storm 
hits.  The crew of officials sends the teams to the dressing rooms due to bad lightening.  
After a 3 hour delay, it is decided to suspend the game until the next day.  IL says they have 
had enough and don't want to come back.  The Byrnes head coach agrees.  The R says fine.  
Ruling: IL forfeits the game.

18- F

19) The crew of officials is responsible for both teams being back on the field for the 
mandatory warm-up time at the end of intermission.

19- F

20) Each half of the game will start with a free kick. 20- T

21) One of the choices the winner of the coin toss has is to tell the R "we want them to kick." 21- F



22) R34 catches a punt beyond the expanded neutral zone and fumbles during the return.  
The ball is recovered by K49 who is lying on the ground.  Ruling: the ball is awarded to K and 
given a first down.  The clock will start on the ready for play.

22- F

23) The period must be extended if, during a down in which time expires, team B commits 
an unsportsmanlike foul and the penalty is accepted.

23- F

24) If during a down in which time expires, A82 commits OPI, the period is NOT extended 
whether the penalty is accepted or declined.

24- F

25) If during a down in which time expires, A77 holds and A21 scores a TD, the period is 
automatically ended and the score is canceled.

25- F

26) If the penalty is accepted for pass interference by A3 on a 4th down play at the end of 
the 1st period and time expires during the down, it will be team B's ball for an untimed 
down.

26- F

27) If during a down in which time expires, K33 commits kick catching interference and team 
R accepts an awarded fair catch the period shall be extended.

27- T

28) The penalty is enforced for a foul which occurred with 3 seconds left in the second 
quarter.  After the ready for play, time expires before the next down, team A is entitled to 
an untimed down.

28- F

29) If a double foul occurs during a down in which time expires, the period shall be extended 
for an untimed down.

29- T

30) If A1 intentionally grounds a forward pass on the last play of the 1st period and B 
accepts the foul and time expires during the down, the period is extended.

30- F

31) On a play that ends in bounds and the clock is stopped during a period for an officials 
timeout, the clock will start with the RFP signal when the officials time out is over.

31- T

32) The clock does not start during a free kick at the time of first touching by team R. 32- F

33) If K89 commits kick catching interference and team R chooses an awarded fair catch, the 
clock will be started with the snap or when the free kick is touched, other than first touching 
by K.

33- T

34) The clock starts on the ready following enforcement of a delay of game penalty. 34- F
35) B22 intercepts a pass, then fumbles during the return and A77 recovers the ball 
inbounds, the clock will start on the snap.

35- F

36) The R may correct an obvious timing error after a period has ended, if discovery is prior 
to the second live ball following the error.

36- F

37) Unused second half time outs may carry over to overtime. 37- F
38) As time expires during the last play of the 1st period in which A22 runs for a TD, the try 
shall be attempted as an untimed down.  During the successful try, B33 holds.  There will be 
an untimed down for the KO.

38- F

39) During a coach-referee conference, a regular player-coach conference may be held by 
both teams since the TO at that point is charged to the team requesting the conference.

39- T

40) Charged team timeouts can be reduced in length if both teams are ready to play before 
the ready to play signal.

40- T



41) Failure to properly wear required equipment when the snap is imminent is a delay of 
game foul.

41- F

42) Team A can be awarded a first down during overtime. 42- T
43) Participation by a replaced player or a substitute is illegal participation. 43- T
44) After a third down play, A12 comes off the field to his team box thinking his team is 
going to punt.  No other A player enters the field.  The coach tells A12 to go back in, they are 
going for the first down.     Ruling: illegal substitution.

44- F

45) As the teams line up at the LOS the BJ counts 12 for B.  No B player is leaving the field.  
 Before the snap and after 5 seconds the BJ sounds his whistle and drops his flag for illegal 
sub.  Ruling:  5 yard dead ball succeeding spot foul on B.  This cannot be part of a double or 
multiple foul.

45- T

46) The teams line up at the LOS and the BJ counts 12 for B.  B12 begins to leave the field 3 
seconds later.  B12 is not off the field at the snap and does not influence the play.  The BJ 
drops his flag and allows the play to continue.  Ruling: Foul at the snap for illegal sub.  5 
yards from the previous spot and replay the down if accepted.  This can be part of a double 
or multiple foul.

46- T

47) Team A snaps the ball on 1st and 10 at the 50.  During the play A 12 runs onto the field 
but stops and does not influence the play which has gone to the other side of the field.  The 
L sees this and drops his flag.  Ruling: 5 yard non-player foul enforced from the succeeding 
spot.  This cannot be part of a double or multiple foul.

47- T

48) Team B only has 10 players on the field as the teams line up at the LOS at the B 5 yard 
line.  B11 runs onto the field but does not get to his teams side of the NZ before the snap. 
 At the snap B11 stops and watches the play without influencing the play.  The BJ drops his 
flag at the snap and allows the play to continue.  Ruling: Foul at the snap for illegal sub.  5 
yards from the previous spot and replay the down if accepted.  This can be part of a double 
or multiple foul.

48- T


